
About Phoenix
by Luca Nichetto.



Luca Nichetto’s chair Phoenix luminously represents the 
Lifecircle philosophy that is the soul of Offecct. Every 
detail of the chair is carefully conceived, thought through, 
purposefully designed and crafted for a long, sustainable 
and flexible life cycle. The fruit of this development process 
is a chair of original elegance and contemporary timelessness.

A flexible life cycle

The frame is made from recycled aluminum, the upholstered 
parts can easily be replaced and there is great flexibility 
regarding colors and materials. 

Phoenix is available in several options and can easily be re-upholstered. H 750, S 440, W 585, D 555/450

The name Phoenix is named after the bird in ancient mythology that 
continuously rises from its ashes.

The designer Luca Nichetto is an Italian designer. In 2006 he launched 
his own design firm, Nichetto&Partners, which specializes 
in industrial design and offers its services as a design 
consultancy. In 2011 he also opened another professional 
office in Stockholm, Sweden. Studio Nichetto works with 
brands and commissioners from all around the globe, not 
least in China and Asia. The studio’s unique combination 
of Italian and Scandinavian design culture has attracted 
major global attention. 

In collaboration with Offecct since 2008
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”Everything we do at Offecct is dedicated to our mission 
of creating sustainable meetings and sustainable life 
cycle for furniture, in collaboration with our clients. It´s 
our conviction that original design, genuine quality and 
individualized solutions prolong the life cycle of our 
products. Our philosophy is called Offecct Lifecircle, and 
it is concerning through everything we do. Phoenix, is not 
an exception.” says Maria Ragnarsson, Sustainability 
Manager at Offecct.

Furniture with a mission
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Sustainable design                         

Our Offecct Lifecircle philosophy is based on the desire 
to create a sustainable life cycle for all our furniture. This 
means that we assume full responsibility for every part and 
every aspect of our way of working – before, during and 
after the sale of our products.

Our philosophy Lifecircle


